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Introduction
Phoenix Academy’s Institute for Teaching Excellence (ITE) is the largest English Language ESOL Teacher
Training centre in Western Australia and one of the four largest centres in Australia. Phoenix’s team of
highly qualified and experienced Teacher Trainers together with visiting adjunct professors from many of
the universities in Perth deliver customised courses for teachers from all over the world.
Phoenix is considered a centre of excellence in Teacher Training and its philosophy has always been to
raise the standards of Teacher Training competency throughout the world. Thus, the name Phoenix is
synonymous with QUALITY and BEST PRACTICE.

▶ Quality Indicators and Capabilities


Phoenix Academy is an authorised centre for teaching awards with the University of Cambridge
ESOL examinations and is the only Cambridge approved Teacher Training Centre in Australia
currently offering the Cambridge University DELTA qualification



Phoenix Academy is the Lead Manager of the Vocational Consortium WA TVETS. Membership is
South Metro TAFE, North Metro TAFE, Miles Morgan and Phoenix Academy. This Consortium has
delivered quality Vocational Project outcomes internationally.



Phoenix offers Train the Trainer qualifications to clients throughout the world.



Phoenix Academy is a proud partner with AIM WA in the delivery of Global Business
Communication courses for international clients.



Phoenix/Institute for Teaching Excellence is a strategic partner of The University of Western
Australia Graduate School of Education and for over five years has delivered Teacher Training
Projects and School Leadership Programs in China, Vietnam and Saudi Arabia.



Phoenix is an active member of English Australia (EA)



Phoenix Academy pathways hundreds of students every year into most of the government and
independent primary and secondary schools in Western Australia



Phoenix has pathway articulations with all four universities in Perth with credit transfer into
second year and IELTS waivers for its English graduates.



Phoenix is a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) and can offer fully accredited courses
through to Diploma level under the Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) and is fully
registered by ASQA



Phoenix has been the preferred provider for the major resource companies of the world for
Management and Communication Skills Training (BaoSteel, INPEX, ENI Oil and Gas, CISRI,
ANSTEEL, KOGAS, Chevron. Woodside)



Phoenix has received Asian Development Bank funding for the training of Vocational Teachers
from Vietnam in collaboration with Murdoch University and TAFE Western Australia.



In the past three years, Phoenix/ITE staff have delivered papers at international conferences
including Cam TESOL, Asia Tesol- Nanjing, Jogjakarta and Macau, The IVETs Conference in Jakarta,
The ASEAN RAJABHAT University Conference in Bangkok, the SEAMEO Conference in Vietnam.



Phoenix is the preferred training partner for the Bansomdejchaopraya Rajabhat University (BSRU)
to upskill their faculty in the introduction of the CEFR across the university



Phoenix has trained teachers from the Kagoshima City Council in Japan



The Korean Ministry of Education contracted Phoenix/ITE to undertake a teacher training and
school immersion program for graduate teachers in Primary Level TESOL.



Phoenix provided a six month teacher training program for post service teachers for the Kingdom
of Saudi Arabia.

▶ Methodology, Resources and Modernity
Phoenix Professional Development Courses use the latest methodology and teaching resources in
international English language teaching and modern classroom methodology and provide opportunities
for trainees to observe experienced teachers and practice teaching skills in a supportive and friendly
environment.

Phoenix hosts an interactive portal (LMS) and offers blended, online delivery and face to face for all
teacher training projects. Every class in Phoenix is equipped with state-of-the-art E Boards which reflect
the latest methodology in delivery opportunities.



Phoenix can offer its full suite of Teacher Training courses through its Student Learning
Management System (PORTAL) therefore distance learning, blended delivery and face to face
delivery options are all available



Phoenix Teacher Trainers can customise and write specific programs per a client’s request



Phoenix Teacher Trainers can train “in country” at short notice



Phoenix was the first centre in Australia to adopt the Common European Framework Reference
(CEFR) for all language competence descriptors



Phoenix can offer any form of teacher training or professional development training for teachers
in any country on demand.

Current, Active Co-Badged Projects with the University of Western Australia

The University of Western Australia (UWA) was established in 1911 as the State's first university. It was
also the first free university in the British Empire, actively promoting equal access to tertiary education for
all social classes.

More than 100 years later, the University is now home to nine Faculties and Schools and several Research
Institutions and Centres which celebrated the University's Centenary in 2013. UWA also entered the
internationally recognised Academic Ranking of World Universities' Top 100 listing, continuing to set the
standard for other West Australian universities to follow in terms of recognition for its achievements
nationally and internationally.

The University has almost 24,000 students enrolled across nine faculties. A model of broad undergraduate
studies followed by postgraduate professional qualifications is designed to produce well-rounded
graduates, as well as provide additional entry opportunities for a wider range of students.

As Western Australia's premier university, UWA was equal first overall in Australia based on key measures
in the Good Universities Guide 2014 including student demand, graduate outcomes, graduate starting
salaries, getting a full-time job and research grants.

The University aims to be counted among the top 50 universities in the world by 2050 and is currently
ranked 88th on the Shanghai Jiao-Tong University Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU).

1.

The Graduate School of Education at The University of Western Australia and Phoenix

Academy have undertaken a joint project to deliver a significant Teacher Training contract, The Building
Leadership For Change Through School Immersion for The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia (KSA).
The KSA contract has brought 49 experienced primary, middle school and secondary teachers and
Deputy Principals and Principals from Saudi Arabia through their Ministry of Education (MOE) for a 28week professional development training program for teachers to Perth.
Out of the 50 KSA projects award globally the only other successful bids in Australia went to two
Victorian universities namely Monash University in partnership with Monash College and Melbourne
University.
The initial half of the KSA project consisted of Intensive English classes and a professional development
stream on the Australian education system delivered by Phoenix and UWA. In the second half of the
program the Saudi teachers were placed in a 10-week School Immersion Experience in 15-20 Western
Australian schools around the metropolitan area.
2.

For the past five years The Graduate School of Education at the University of Western

Australia and Phoenix Academy have undertaken a joint project with the Xiacheng District Education
Bureau of Hangzhou within the Zhejiang Department of Education. The project consists of in country
professional development teacher training sessions delivery at the Teacher s Bureau in Hangzhou and
also groups of English, IT, Maths, HASS and STEM teachers coming to Perth for in country training by
UWA and Phoenix.

Programs Available at Phoenix Academy
The Diploma in English Language Teaching to Adults (Delta)
The Delta is a high-level Teacher Training Course for experienced TESOL practitioners who wish to
advance to a career in Teacher Training, Education Administration or Research. The DELTA is offered in
modular form. There are three modules and each one can be studied independently or in unison. In the
Phoenix course the three modules are offered as simultaneous study.
Delta Module One- Focuses on the background to teaching and learning.
Delta Module Two - Focuses on developing professional practice. (TP)
Delta Module Three - Focuses on a specialist option (e.g. Young Learners, CLIL, EAP, ESP, Education
Management)
Fast-Facts about the Delta Course
Language Entry Level:

CEFR C2 / IELTS 7.0

Professional Experience:

Min. 2 years full time TESOL teaching experience

Course Length:

8 weeks (20 hours per week)

Location Offering:

In Perth and In Country

The Certificate in English Language Teaching to Adults (CELTA)
The CELTA is the most popular of the Cambridge University TESOL Teacher Training qualifications. It is
designed for those candidates who wish to enter the TESOL profession. The CELTA is the most requested
qualification for those who wish to teach TESOL in Australia or overseas.
There are six modules and they are all taught within the total framework of the course.
Celta Module One- Language Awareness- Describing form and meaning in language & language use,
describing language skills and sub skills and syllabus design
Celta Module Two- The Learner, Teacher & Teaching Learning Context -The learners’ educational
background and traditions, the context for learning and teaching English and the different learning and
teaching styles
Celta Module Three - Planning for Effective Teaching - The principles of planning for effective teaching,
the selection and evaluation of appropriate resources and materials for specific lessons,
Celta Module Four - Classroom Management & Teaching Skills- The effective organization of the
classroom, classroom presence and control.
Celta Module Five –Resources & Materials Design
Celta Module Six - Professional Development

NOW AVAILABLE AS A FULY ONLINE COURSE
Fast-Facts about the CELTA Course
Language Entry Level:

CEFR C1 / IELTS 6.5 / Minimum Age 18 years

Professional Experience:

None

Course Length:

4 weeks (35 hours per week) or 10 weeks (14 hours per week)

Location Offering:

In Perth and In Country

The Phoenix TESOL Certificate and The Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT)
This is a basic TESOL Teacher Training course, which specifically targets the needs of non-native speakers
of English. It includes; the Introduction to the Theories and Techniques of TESOL, Microteaching and
Lesson & Task Design.

NOW AVAILABLE AS A FULLY ONLNE COURSE

Fast-Facts about the TKT Course
Language Entry Level:

CEFR B1 IELTS 4 Minimum Age 18 years

Professional Experience:

None

Course Length:

4 weeks (RPL and a reduced length course is available to native
speakers of English

Location Offering:

In Perth and In Country and available on line or face-to-face

The Certificate IV in Training & Assessment (TAE 40116)
This certificate course is designed for people who are working in Vocational Education and Training as
Trainers and Assessors.
The units offered cover Planning Assessment, Validating Assessment, Delivering Group Based Learning,
Designing and Developing Learning Programs, Language and Numeracy Diagnosis and Remediation,
Facilitating Learning in the Workplace.
Facts about the TAE Course
Language Entry Level:

CEFR B1 IELTS 5 Minimum Age 18 years

Professional Experience:

None

Course Length:

6 weeks (full time) or 12 weeks (part time)

Location Offering:

In Perth and In Country and available online or face-to-face

TAE40116 Certificate IV Training and Assessment requires completion of 10 units of competency (9
core and 1 elective). TAE40116 has been packaged by Phoenix Academy to meet the packaging rules as
follows:

9 Core Units:
TAEDES401

Design and develop learning programs

TAEDES402

Use training packages and accredited courses to meet client needs

TAEDEL401

Plan, organise and deliver group-based learning

TAEDEL402

Plan, organise and facilitate learning in the workplace

TAEASS401

Plan assessment activities and processes

TAEASS402

Assess competence

TAEASS403

Participate in assessment validation

TAEASS502

Design and develop assessment tools

TAELLN411

Address adult language, literacy, and numeracy skills

1 Elective Unit:
BSBCMM401

Make a presentation

Entry requirements
If you would like to enter this program, you must be able to demonstrate vocational
competency in your proposed teaching and assessing area. Vocational competency is defined as
broad industry knowledge and experience. We will ask you to bring in evidence of this on Day
1 of your face-to-face class. This could be:


a resume



a job description



a statement of attainment of a relevant unit of competency



a certificate of a relevant qualification



evidence of professional development or



anything that shows your experience in your proposed teaching and assessing area

Customised Professional Development Courses for Teachers
Other than the internationally approved courses described above, Phoenix can offer a suite of short
courses that can be co-badged by a university or partner both in Perth and overseas. These courses can
be of any length from half a day to 6 weeks and can be delivered in Perth or overseas.
Popular study modules available are:


Best Practice in Tertiary Teaching in an International University



Best Practice in Teaching in a world class k-12 school



Effective Classroom management



Student Centred Approach to Teaching- Co-operative Learning Strategies



The Communicative Classroom unpacked



E learning- strategies to implement and improve delivery of e-learning



Competency Based Assessment -how does it work?



Diagnostic Assessment and Feedback, Needs Analysis



Peer Review and Teaching Observation



Differentiated Instruction



The Flipped Classroom



Project Based Learning in Action



Validation and Moderation



TQM in Education and Training



How to Make a Presentation



Implementing Cross Cultural and Intercultural Communication Skills in the Curriculum



PELA - Pre-Arrival Online Language Assessment -IPEPT



Content Based Instruction- English Programs, CLIL



English for Specific Purposes-English for the Resource Industry, Health, Fisheries, Banking and
Finance, Hospitality



Language Literacy and Numeracy (LLN)



Phonology and Pronunciation Improvement Strategies



Academic Research Skills- how to get published



Embedded Language Acquisition



Education Management



Leadership in Education



Bench Marking in Education



Train the Trainer for Tertiary and Vocational Trainers



Work based training



Designing Assessment Tools



The Port Folio



Unpacking the curriculum and Syllabus Design



Teaching Young Learners



Teaching Adults



Resource Development



Financial Management in Education



Training Auditors



Training Online Using LMS platforms and ZOOM technology
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